2018-2019 Membership

Three faculty representatives, recommended by the Committee on Academic Governance

- *vacant (CHAIR)
- Fayyaz Hussain
- *vacant

Four students recommended by the Associated Students of MSU (ASMSU)

- Trevor Laing
- Chris Gustafson
- Emily Winkler
- Maggie Gajda

Five residence hall students, recommended by the Residence Halls Association (RHA)

- *vacant
- Phillip Wandyez
- Matthew Clabeaux

Two graduate students, recommended by the Council of Graduate Students (COGS)

- *vacant

One University Apartment resident – recommended by the University Apartments Council of Residents (UACOR)

- *vacant

Two students recommended by the governing councils of the MSU Greek system

- *vacant
Three union representatives – one each from the Administrative Professional Association (APA)/Administrative Professional Supervisors Association (APSA), the Clerical-Technical Union (CTU), and the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) 1585/AFSCME 999/547 Operating Engineers

- Pam Sloan
- Sue Velianoff
- Matt Winowiecki

One representative from the Resource Center for Persons with Disabilities (RCPD)

- Caleb Sandoval

One representative from the Office of Campus Sustainability

- Judy Marteniuk

One representative from Infrastructure Planning and Facilities (IPF)

- Jeffrey Groll

One representative from IPF Transportation Services

- Brian Wolfe

One representative from IPF Planning, Design and Construction

- Steven Troost

One representative from Auxiliary Enterprises

- Joe Petroff

One representative from the Office of Student Affairs and Services

- *vacant

One representative from the MSU mass transit service provider (CATA)

- Deborah Kirby

One representative from the MSU Bikes
- **Timothy Potter**
  
  One representative from the MSU Department of Police and Public Safety

- **John Prush**
  
  The University Ombudsman (or designee) who serves as a non-voting adviser and resource person to the AUTTC.

- **Shannon Burton**